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j".bstract
The Mie scattering and absorption cross sections for
spherical particles are calculated as a function of the complex
index of refraction, n = n l -in 2 . Curves of the efficiency
factors for absorption, scattering,, and extinction are given
for n 	 = 1.01 9 1.33, 1.5, 2 and for n 2 = 10 -4 , 10 -2 , 10-1,1,
and 10. The influence of the absorption on the efficiency
factors is discussed. The results are compared with previously
proposed simplified expressions for these factors. The variation
of the scattered intensity With angle az n 2, is varied is il-
lustrated in soMe typical cases. 	 Finallv the influence of n2
on the narrow resonances which o---cur for large value; of n l ^s
discussed.
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1.	 Introduction
The interaction of e;Petromagnetie radiation with ab-
sorbing spheres is a problem which arises in many different
b ranches of science. Absorbing particles occur abundantly
in planetary atmospheres where their interaction with ultra-
violet, visible, and infrared radition is of great importance.
Astrophysicist, are interested in the modification of light
by interstellar particles. Numerous applications occur in
chemistry when the	 distribution and compcsition of mix-
tures containing small particles is studied. Van de Hulst's
book i is now the classic reference which discusses the vie
theory in detail together with many of its applications.
Until the advent of modern high-speed computors, relatively
few Mie theory calculations had been done for absorbing particles.
Simplified equations were developed for a few limiting cases.
The few calculations which were performed are reviewed. by
Van de Hulst l . Extensive computations for particular absorbing
substances have been performed with the aid of high speed
computors. These calculations have been made for carbon 2 , alumin-
um and magnesium oxide 3 + 4 , and particularly water droplets
(tne literature on this subject is reviewed b •i neirmendjian et
a1.. 96).
It is difficult to obtain an understanding of tho behavior
of the cress sections for absorbing, particles from these results
which were calculAtee- for the p articular values nf the cnnolex
index of refraction appropriate for these Particular substances.
4
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Aide from the general discussion in Van de Hulst's bookl
the only attempt at understanding the ,ener3l behavior of
these cross sections has been made by Jeirmendjian et al.5
Although these authors aiscuss very clearly many of the
general characteristics of these cross sections, their il-
lustrations are again given for only a few particular values
of the index.
In the present study the Mie cross sections are calculated
for a wide range of complex indices of refraction. The parti-
cular values chosen do not necessarily correspond to real
substances, but rather are intended to illustrate the variation
in the cross sections as the absorption by the particle
varies over a wide range. These results _-re then compared
with some of the limiting apprcximations whici have been pro-
nosed.
II. Absorption Cross Section
Che complex index of refraction is the sole physical
parameter which determiner the absorption and scattering of
an electromagnetic wave by a spherical particle with a Riven
.ratio of radius to wavelength. The Mie theory has been exten-
sively described in the literature l . Some time ago an ef-
ficient program for the calculation of Mie scattering and
absorption cross sections was developed by Stull and Plass2
for use on an electronic computor. The details of the method
are given in that p aper. More recently some valuable improve-
ments in the original program were rude by P. J. Wvitt.
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The results of the exact calculations for the absorp-
tion cross section made by this method are given by the solid
curves of Figs. 1 -4 with n 1 = 1.01; 1.33; 1.5; 2.0 (where
the index of refraction is written n = n l -in 2 ) and for a range
of n 2 from zero to 10. The efficiency factor for absorption,
Qabs, (absorption cross section divided by cooss-sectional
area of particle) is plotted as a function of x = 2r a/A ,
where a is the radius of the particle and A is the wavelength.
One of the first features which one observed fro7 these
curves (and from further calculations which could not be
sho4n here) is that Q abs = (constant)n 2 for a fixed value of
x and n l , provided only that n 2 <- 0.01.
	
Thus, if a curve of
Q abs as a function of x is calculated for a particular n 1 and
for one value of n 2 < 0.01, then Qabs is known immediately
for all other values of n,, which satisfy the inequality. A
linear deYendence of Qabs on n 2 is to to expected, of course,
when the absorption by the particle is sufficiently small.
The curves for Qabs vary smoothly with x for n  = 1.01
and 1.33, but for larger values of n  some resonances appear.
The qualitative appearance of the curves is the same in each of
these figures, except for these minor resonances. For n 2 1 0.1
the curves gradually approach their limiting values for large
x from below. The curves for n 2
 = 1 and 10 reach a maximum
value (the maximum value of Qabs in all cases re p orted here is
near 1.8 for n 2
 = 1) and approach their limiting values for
large x from abcve.	 In almost all cases Qabs increases slightly
as n  increases while n 2
 and x are held fixed.
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An approximate equation for Qabs was proposed by 'ran de
H u 1 s t 1 9
Qabs = 2K(4xn 2 )	 ,	 ti)
where the fun:tion K is
K(w) = (1/2)+	 -l e - w ♦ w-2(e-'4-1)	 (2)
this -q,"- ,atior, is expected to be useful when both n 	 - 1 << 1
and n 2 << 1.
For comparison purposes Eq. (1) is plotted as a dashed
curve in Figs.  1-3.	 For r. l = 1.01. the two curves coincide
for n 2 = 10 -2 on the scale of Fig. 1.	 There are relatively
serail differences between the curves for n 2 = 10 -1 .	 For
n 2 = 1, the approximate curve fails to reproduce the maximum
and becomes more and more inexa.,:t as x becomes larder. The ap-
proximate equation	 fails	 entirely for n ?	 =	 10.	 When n 1	 = 1.33
or	 1.5,	 the descreper.cies	 between the two curves are fairly
large	 even for	 small	 values	 of	 n 21 as is	 shown	 in Figs.	 2 and	 3.
It	 should be	 noted	 that
	
Eq.	 (1)	 is independent of n l and thus
coes	 not reproduce the	 slow	 increase of Qabs	 with for a	 fixedn 1
x	 and	 n 2 . For this	 reason	 Eq.	 (1) is not	 plot-led in Fig. 4,
as it i> no longer a reas=onable approximation to the exact
curve.
For most values of x, the maximum value ofQebs occurs
for n 2 in the range from 0.1 -Co 1. The value of Qabs is an
order of magnitude less when n 2 increases to 10. The reason
- o -
for this behavior is that, when n 2 = 10, over 9C% of the
incident radiation is ref l4ct. d, whereas onl y about 20% is
reflected when n 2 = 1 for the values of n  considered here.
111.	 Scattering Cross `sections
The efficiency factors for scattering ar p snown. in Figs.
5 -8 for n 	 = 1.01 9 1.33 9 1. 5 9 2.0.	 For small values of Qsca
before the first maximum ir, the dive, Qsca increases approxi-
mately as x 2 , .liereas G abs increases as x.
The values ofQsca are the same on the scale of these
figures for all n 2 1 10 - " (actually the values do not vary
by more than 2 units in the third significant figure over this
entire range).
The iafluenc? of n., on Q sca is rather complicated. 	 In
e" g. 5 it is seer. that, when x < 30 and 
n 
	 = 1.01 9 Qsca increases
as .1 2 increases from zero to 10.	 Because of the small value
of n l , the first resonance lies be y ond x = 30 for small n2.
However, for n 2 = 1 and, 10, the maximum of the curve occurs
at x values of about 3 and 1.3 respectively.
The curves in Figs. 6 -8 show a number of resonances.	 The
value of Q sca always decreases at first as 1, 2 increases w'ienever
1)
x is greater than about 2.	 When n„ = 10_ `, the seconc: 7aximum
of the curve is appreciably lower than when n 2 = 10 -4 .	 The
succee :.ng waves in the curve are slowly damped out for n 2 = 10-2.
When n 2 = 0.1, only a few maxima can lie seen in the Curve
before the waves are completely damped out.
	
Wren, n 2 = 1 or 10
the curve has only one maximum 3nC4 then decreases very slowly
to its limiting value. Parts of these curves are above the
__:
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curves for smaller n 2 values.	 For the range of n 1 shown
here the limiting , alue of Qsca as x becones very large is
between 1.00 and 1.11 wnen n 2 S 0.1 9 is about 1.2 when n 2 = I,
and is near 1.95 when n 2 = 10.
IV.	 Extinctions Cross Section
The extinction efficiency factors for n l = 1.01 9 1.339
1.5 9 2.0 are shown in Figs. 9-12. 	 Although this factor is
merely the sum of thm, absorption and sczttering efficiency factors,
it seems worthwhile to present t'-,ese curves because (1) curves
on a linear rather logarithmic scale present different infor-
mation; (2) the absorption and scattering efficiency factors
make varying contributions to the whole as the -Ara-etprs
Change; (3) a comparison with Van der hulst's simplified
equation is instructive.
The ap^roximare equation for Q ext proposed by Van der
Hulst 1 is
Qext - 2 -
4 exp (-ptan 8)(p -1
 cos 8) sin( p -8)
(3)
-4 exp(-ptan 8)(0 -1
 cos 8) 2 cos(p
-28) * 4 (0 -1 cos 8) 2 cos 28,
where
tan B = n l (n l -1)	 ( 5)
This equation is valid under the same conditions as Eq. (1).
Equation (3) is plotted as a dashed line in Figs. 9-11.
- ___^	 _	 -b^: ^f_^P9!^'^+^.^.r^.^d?--._	 - .:	 =^i;^^v-^^a., mom' ^_ ;^. _ ._. _e .s^fP•^'v'rz,_;^ __^::.a^^cnu.^^.^-- - _-. 	 -	 - _	 - _
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Again the approximate and true curves are indistinguishable
when n l = 1.01 and n-, < 10`2 .	 There are slight differences
when n 2 = 10 -1 .	 As ex )ected Eq. ( 3) breaks down when n, - 1
and does not reproduce the true curve.
When n 1 = 1.33 and 1.5, Eq. (3) .reproduces the qualita-
tive shape of the curves for n 2 `- 10 -1 .	 Nevertheless the actual
values of the -naxima and minima are poorly reproduced.
Deirmendjian a has proposed an empirical formula which corrects
this deficiency in Eq. (3).	 However, we have not compared
it in detail with our results ')a-cause of its complexit y and
because it does not appear to increase appreciably the range
of validity of Eq. (3).
The curves for very small values of n 2 Flo not attempt
to represent the many small ripples which exist in these
curves I .	 These are rapidly damped out as n 2 increases.	 As
x increases, Qext always approaches the value 2. As n l in-
creases, the first resonance in the curve becomes larger and
narrower and occurs at smaller x values.	 It is virtually
completely damned out when n 2 = 1.
The curve for n 2 = 10 -1 in Fig. 12 illustrates how the
resonanc!s can be damped out as x increases. 	 For x <15 this
curve nas maxima and minima at the same positions as the curve
for smaller n 2
 values.	 However, as x becomes greater than 15
an ele^entary calculation shcws that there is no longer any
aprreciable transmitted energv through the particle; all of
the radiation which is not reflected is absorbed b y the particle.
• 9 -
Thus this curve steps oscillating and de.reases slowly in
val.u? as x increases further.	 The same effect can be seen
in Figs. 10 and 11.
V.	 Angular Scattering
It is cbviously impossible to sho p: more than a few of
the angular scattering patterns which were generated in
this study.	 An illustrative naimpling of some typical patterns
is shown in figs. 13-15.	 These figures a.e ill drawn for the
value x = 5 and for the values n 	 = 1.33 9 1.5 and 2 and n2
from 0 to 10. The solid curves are for the intensity it
and the dashed curves for i 2 (as .defined b y 'p an de Hulstl).
The values were calculated every 5 0 and occasionally more
closely when the curve varied rapidly.
The scattering diagra-s for each of these values of
n  ex .ni')it the same pattern of change as n 2 increases.	 There
are only minor variations in the shape of the cv:r ,.es as long
as n 2 -` 10 -2 . When n 2 = 0.1, the minima in the curve for 11
either become mor e prominent and often sharper (n 1 s 1.33
and 1.5) or tend to disappear and become broader (n l = 1.5 and
2). On the other hand i` seems always to develop deeper
minima which become more pronounced as n 2 increases to the
value 10.	 The minima of i t nearly disappear as n 2 increases
to the value 10.	 The s-attering diagrams are most sensitive
t
	 to the value of n  w'ten n 2 is small and are nearly independe.it
of n  when n 2
 = 10.
W-4	 .-.
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The values of the intensity at 0 0 and 180 0 are •arke^
on tn,e curve. : t is interesting to note that the ratio of
backward to forward scattering always decrfasPS at first as
?
n 2 increases. 	 The ratio is a min i rur,, when n 2 is 5etw o,en 10-
and 1 and then increases ag,iin for larger values c' n2.
VI.	 Resonances
As n  becomes larger more and more 	 occur
below a particular, but sufficiently large value of x. The
effect on these resonances of absorption by the particle is
illustrated in Fig. 16.	 when n 	 = 50 the first resonance
due to the m-3znetie dipole term occurs at x = 0 .0627.	 Both
the efficiency factors for scattering and absorption bave
a sharp maximum at this value (unless n 2
 » 1).
<	 _?
the values of Q abs are proportional to n 2 when n 2 - 10
The same relationship holds for n 2 = 0.1 and 1 provided in
addition that Qabs 
'c 	 The maximum value of Qabs at the
resonance peak occurs when n 2 = 0.1 and decreases for larger
values of n 2 .	 The half-width of the resonance is constant
for any n ? - 0.1, but increases as n 2 becomes larger than 0.1.
The resonance is relatively very broad for n 2 = 10 with the
half-width several orders of magnitude larger than for values
of r 2 -< U.1.
The resonance in Q
sca 
occurs even if there is no absorption
by the particle. The curves for different n 2 values are identi-
cal on the scale of Fig. 16 as long as
.
 n 2 -` 10 -2 . The resonance
- 11 -
17 so narrow that the -Aximuw value can not be computed
ac curately. The value of Q 8 c a 3r.ywhere n"jr the resonance
decrAa^es .iniforely as n 2 incre.ises .	 The resonance has
broauened appreciably wnen :,? = 1 and can no longer be seen
in the curve for n 2 = 10.
12 -
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LEGFNL'S FOR FIGURES
Fig. 1
	
Efficiency factor for absorption as a function of
x = 2wa /X, where a is the particle radius And A is the wave-
length for n 1 = 1.01.	 Curves are shown for n 2 = 10 ,0 9 10"2,
10 -1 , i t 10.	 The solid curves are the exact results and the
dashed curves are the approximate Eq. (1).	 These curves coin-
cide on this scale for n 2 = 10 -4 and 10 -20
Fig. 2	 Efficiency factor for absorption as a function of
x = 2wa/a for n l s 1.33.	 The solid curves are the exact
results and the dashed curves are the approximate Eq. (1).
Fig. 3	 Efficiency factor for absorption as a function of
x = 2wa /J for n l = 1.5.	 The solid curves are the exact
results and the dashed curves are the approximate Eq. (1).
Fig. 4	 Efficiency factor for absorption as a function of
x = 2wa/a for n 	 = 2.
Fig. 5
	 Efficiency factor for scattering as a function of
x = 2wa/a for n l = 1.01.
Fig. 6
	 Efficiency factor for scattering as a function of
x = 2ra/A for n 	 = 1.33.
Fig. 7	 Efficiency factor for scattering as a function of
x = 2wa/A for n 1 = 1.5.
_	 _	 ,.. Mav
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Fib. 8	 Efficiency factor for scattering as a function of
x = 2w a/^ for n 	 = 20
Fig. 9	 Efficiency factor for extinction as a function of
x = 2wa /a for : l = 1.01.
	
The solid curves are the exact
results and the dashed curves are the approximate Eq. (3).
These curves coincide on tnis scale for n 2 = 10 -4 and 10-2.
Fig. 10 Efficiency factor for extinction as a function of
X = ?Ra /A for n l = 1.33.	 The solid curves (use left - hand
scale) are the exact results and the mashed curves (use right-
hand scale) are the approximate Eq. (3).
Fib. 11 Efficiency factor for extinction as a function of
x = 2Ra/X for n l = 1.5.	 The solid curves (use left-hand
scale) are ttie exact results and the lashed curves (use right-
hand scale) are the approximate Eq. (3).
Fig. 12 Efficiency factor for extinction as a function of
s = 2v a/4 for n  = 2.
Fig. 13 Scattered intensity ar a function of scattering angle
for n 	 = 1.33 and x = 2?ra/A = 5. 	 :he solid curve is the intensity
1. 1 (as defined by Van de Hulst 1 ) and the dashed curve is the
intensity i 2 .	 The to arithm of th— intensity (1 division = a
factor 10) :s plotted against the scatterinc, angle. 	 The values
of the intensity at 0 0
 and 1800 are indicated above the curves
near the margin.
n	
x:
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Fig. 14 Scattered intensity as a function: of scattering
angle for n 	 = 1.5 and x = 2*a /A = 5.	 See caption for
Fig. 13.
Fig. 15 Scattered intensity as a function of scattering
angle for n 	 = 2 and x = 2ra/A = 5.	 See caption for
Fig. 13.
Fiz. 16 Efficiency factors for both absorption and scattering
as a function of x = 2*a/A for n 	 = 50 and various valLes of
n 2 .	 The curves for scattering coincide on this scale for
n 2 0 10-2.
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